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World
Art Games
Directorate of Education & Culture Development

Connecting Hearts through
The ARTS and CULTURE

The STEPWay - the W.A.G.E Way:

A.G.E. - Accessible Global Education for ARTISTS*

“WE ARE BORN TO LOVE but HATRED is LEARNED”
WAG - Connecting Hearts through the ARTS and CULTURE

*Artists refer to all WAG’s 15 Art categories.
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SUMMARY
This brief paper is based on our verbal agreement (Jasminka, Peter and Mansour), in Bratislava,
that WAG International is now ready to embark on an educational journey that will make WAG
International a distinctive provider and credible player in the field of educational development
projects for Art & Culture.
This paper, therefore, suggests the way forward and what needs to be done to set the education
wheels of progress moving:
1. W.A.G.E needs to be established using a F.A.St. approach
2. I.C.O.P.E. for Art and Culture needs to be convened
3. University and other Professional organisations formal links created and
4. Accredited and Non-accredited Professional and Personal Development Programmes for
Artists activated.
“The novelty in the 2nd WORLD ART GAMES are medals and awards for individual artistic
categories, lifetime achievements and special thanks to outstanding national organizations. I
recognize that as proof of strengthening of organization. My wish and hope are that the WAG
organization will keep on growing in members and that their work will help in affirmation of
individual artists as well as art in general” (Mr. Stjepan Mesić), This paper has shown that the
creation of WAGE will assist WAG’s on-going growth. The paper recommends that: WAG Head
Office is urged to approve the contents and the proposals contained in this paper with immediate
effect and that WAG Head Officet is invited to support the assertion that the creation of WAGE
will assist WAG’s on-going growth.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Thank you for raising the profile of W.A.G. Education at the 2nd WAG Games in Slovakia
through the Global Award of Special Thanks to Dr Mansour Olawale Jumaa for his contribution to
WAG Education. This brief paper is based on our agreement, in Bratislava, that WAG
International is now ready to embark on an educational journey that will make WAG International
a distinctive provider and credible player in the field of educational development projects for Art &
Culture.

1.2 This paper, therefore, suggests the way forward and what needs to be done to set the
education wheels of progress moving:
1. W.A.G.E needs to be established using a F.A.St. approach
2. I.C.O.P.E. for Art and Culture needs to be convened
3. University and other Professional organisations formal links created and
4. Accredited and Non-accredited Professional and Personal Development Programmes for
Artists activated.
What is W.A.G.E. and why is it needed now? The next section provides an insight
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2 W.A.G.E. - World Art Games Education: Desire for Accessible Global Education (AGE)
2.1 WAGE will be established to be the excecutive education arm of WAG International. CDAC –
Capability Development in the Arts and Culture project -

http://www.wagames.org/?q=projects/cdac ,

Art Pilot

Project of Art educational programs - http://www.wagames.org/?q=projects/art and any other future education
and development projects, all, will come under WAGE. It is proposed that the head of WAGE
should be the current Director of Education and Culture Development. It is further proposed that
the title be renamed Global Director of Education and Culture Development to reflect the global
nature of WAG International and to appropriately describe the scope, function and the global
nature of this position. This global credibility of WAG International was reflected at the last
Games in Slovakia capital where WAG presented artists from 42 states.

2.2 The main and initial task for WAGE will be to explore how the specific finances needed will
be acquired. Attention will particularly focus on the expressed values and aspirations of both
WAG International and the global family of WAG NCs. WAGE will need to find answers to some
very tough questions. The FASt approach (Jumaa 2015) is suggested to help map out our
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success criteria. How feasible, acceptable and suitable for Artists is this education and
development journey?

2.3 FEASIBILITY - Could WAGE (Desire) be made to work in practice? Is this idea financially
feasible and do we have the necessary T.H.E.I.M.M. Resources, for example? (T.H.E.I.M.M. Time; Human; Energy/estates/equipment; Information, Material and Human Resources, Jumaa,
1997, 2005)). ACCEPTABILITY - What are the expected performance outcomes for WAGE
(Returns/Risks)? Are the Return on Investments (ROI) & Stakeholder reactions, for examples,
worth the efforts for this project? SUITABILITY - Does the creation of WAGE (Desire) addresses
the circumstances under which WAG International is currently operating? Is this in line with our
strategic position and the wishes of our key stakeholders? The answers to most of these
questions are positive. This is based on both informal and formal discussions with most of the
participants at WAG Games 2015. The recent Report about the Games, the contents of the
Opening Ceremony speech by Mr. Stjepan Mesić, President of the Republic of Croatia
(2000-2010) and the Letter, sent to WAG Head Office, by Dr Mrs. Nawal Salah Eldin (President
of WAG NC Oman), all, bear testimony to this on-going positive growth of WAG Global family.
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All families need to be nurtured. WAGE will exist for that purpose. Success, however, for this
project needs a disciplined approach. The next section, 3, suggest a strategic disciplined activity
to assist us on the journey to achieve our desire

3. I.C.O.P.E. for Art and Culture: Disciplined approach for Success
3.1 I.C.O.P.E. means the International Committee Of Professional Experts for Art and Culture.
This is a proven methodology that Dr Chief Jumaa devised and first used in 2000 for his
doctorate studies in Strategic Leadership and Learning, in England, UK. The members were
drawn from For-Profit, Not For-Profit and Third sector organisations across the globe. They
served as an International Reference Group (IRG) and provided critique of Dr Chief Jumaa’s
doctorate work before the final submission for Assessment. In effect, this open, transparent and
well-informed group, representing many different professions worldwide, also validated Dr Chief
Jumaa’s V.A.C.T.S factors (Jumaa 2001) for evidence based practice (V.A.C.T.S - Validity;
Authenticity; Currency; Transparency and Sufficiency. See, below, Box 1: Disciplines presented
at 2nd WAG Games:
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painting, graphics, sculpting, photos,
ceramics, jewelry, literature, poetry,
music, performance, architecture &
design, fashion
Box 1: Disciplines Presented at 2nd WAG Games:

3.2 The main role of this IRG will be to determine and answer the question as far as possible,
What can WAGE do? What must we do explicitly, so that WAG family members and others
outside the family are pleased with our services? The committee will also assess the extent of
our weaknesses and strengths for our proposed activities. Dr Chief Jumaa has engaged with and
was contacted by many of WAG’s key players during the Games in Bratislava - a positive
experience which also contributed to this paper.

3.3 WAG international is very blessed with many talents and experienced professionals, aspiring,
young, able, disabled and older Artists across these disciplines (Please, see Box 1, above).
Dr Chief Jumaa will invite members to this group as and when needed although there will be a
permanent core group. WAG International’s 2 Co-Presidents will serve as Ex-officio members of
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this group. The permanent core group will also decide on how Honourary Board Members could
contribute? This paper has suggested that W.A.G.E. needs to be established and that
I.C.O.P.E. for Art and Culture needs to be convened. So what is the next step? The next step is
to configure appropriate clear processes to keep us on target for our desired and now disciplined
objectives. For this, this paper suggests developing formal links with Universities

(traditional/corporate) and other Professional organisations. This is the focus of Section 4.
4. Links with University and Professional Organisations: Doing now for Business and
Service Opportunities
4.1 Currently, CKW UK Ltd - Centre for Knowledge at Work UK Ltd and SCI - Stress Concern
Intenational sponsor both the activities of WAG UK NC and WAG’s Directorate of Education and
Culture Development. In this context, WAG UK NC and WAG International are working in
parthership (albeit indirectly) with UK’s CMI - Chartered Management Institute and the RPS Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. WAGE, expects, in due course, to establish
formal links with Universities and other Professional organisations who are sympathetic with the
vision and mission of WAG International. The over-arching strategic question (Doing now) to
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answer is What might WAGE do? Which organisations to collaborate with, given the threats and
opportunities we face in a fast changing digitalised environment? Once we are clear about the
answers to these questions, we move on to the next section, 5, of this paper about what Artists
should be Doing always for Sustainability?

5. Professional and Personal Development Programmes for Artists: Doing always.
5.1 In the three sections above (Sections 2,3 and 4) our focus has been on these three overarching strategic questions: What do WAGE wants to do (Desire)?; What can WAGE do
(Discipline)? and What might WAGE do (Doing now)? It is clear from the contents of this
paper that WAG International is destined to go places if ‘we keep our eyes on th ball’. To be
successful as in the last Games 2015 and to sustain this level of success, WAGE must find the
correct answers to the question, What should WAGE do (Doing always)? We need to
continuously clarify and acknowledge our social and ethical responsobilities and work towards
achieving the agreed objectives of our main stakeholders. We need to foster and develop open
relationships as these qualities are essential for our learning and growth. There are, at the
moment, internationally accredited and globally credible Professional and Personal Development
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Programmes for Artists that WAGE could consider to offer to Artists on a global scale. CKW UK
Ltd, for example, has purchased a state-of-the-art on-line delivery methodology ManagementDirect for the delivery of CKW UK Programmes and Qualifications accredited by
CMI - www.managers.org.uk

5.2 Available Pofessional and Personal Development Programmes for Artists
These programmes are available: on-line; face-to-face workshops; on-line and face-to-face
workshops; on-line, face-to-face Workshops and as educational cultural visits - national and
international. Participants can choose to opt for assessed or non-assessed programmes. These
programmes are available from Masters academic level to School Secondary Certificate level.
Some examples, covering the areas of General Management & Leadership, Coaching &
Mentoring and Professional Consulting & Advice include (at Foundation Degree level):
Global Executive Certificate in Leadership Practice for Artists
Global Executive Certificate in Facilitation Skills for Artists
Global Executive Certificate in Professional Consulting for Artists
Global Executive Certificate in Coaching & Mentoring for Artist
Global Executive Certificate in Stakeholder Management for Artists
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Global Executive Certificate in Good Governance for Artists
Global Executive Certificate in Business Practice for Artists
Global Executive Certificate in Motivation for Performance for Artists
Global Executive Certificate in Digital Strategy for Artists
Global Executive Certificate in Stress Management for Artists

These are just some of the available programmes for Arists outside of WAG but also available for
WAG members. Informal information collected by Dr Chief Jumaa, at the 2015 Games, appear to
support the notion that ‘inactive’ WAG NCs may be disadvantaged due to little or lack of relevant
knowledge and or experience in general management and leadrship nor in project
management? This is an area that WAGE could and should assist those NCs who ask for such
support. Section 6 of this paper provides the conclusion to this paper

6. Conclusion
6.1 This paper concludes with an extract from the Opening Speech at the Bratislava Games.
Mr. Stjepan Mesić, President of the Republic of Croatia (2000-2010), said, “The novelty in the
2nd WORLD ART GAMES are medals and awards for individual artistic categories, lifetime
achievements and special thanks to outstanding national organizations. I recognize that as proof
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of strengthening of organization. My wish and hope are that the WAG organization will keep on
growing in members and that their work will help in affirmation of individual artists as well as art
in general”. This paper has shown that the creation of WAGE will assist WAG’s on-going growth.
BEING AN ARTIST CAN SERIOUSLY DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH?
But it CAN Also Encourage the Creation of a new ‘Modern State’ MexiELand (Mexico, England, Netherlands)
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6.2 W.A.G.E. - World Art Games Education At A Glance - Fig 1, below

QUESTION

ACTION

FOCUS

What do WAGE wants
to do (Desire)?

Be the Education Arm of
WAG international

Create the position of Global
Director of Education & Culture
Development
Source for the finances needed.
Use the FASt approach to
determine Success Criteria

What can WAGE do
(Discipline)?

Convene I.C.O.P.E.
for Art and Culture

Assess the Strengths and
Weaknesses of WAGE objectives

What might WAGE do
(Doing now)

Forge formal Links with
Universities & other
Professional groups

Choose Partners based on Threats
and Opportunities in an uncertain
Digitalised environment

What should WAGE do
(Doing always)?

Provide Professional and
Personal Development
Programmes for Artists
on an on-going basis

Clarify and acknowledge WAG’s
social and ethical responsibilities
and achieve agreed stakeholder
objectives
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NB: In relation to the contents of this paper, WAG Head Office is invited to note that WAG
International will NOT incure ANY financial expenses nor cost for the requests set out in this
paper. On the contrary WAG Head Office will receive financial rewards based on the agreed %
from activities of this nature. This % from net Income has already been decided by WAG Head
Office.

7 Recommendations
Based on the information in this paper, the following 2 recommendations are put forward, that:
1
WAG Head Office is urged to approve the contents and the proposals contained in this paper
with immediate effect
and
2
WAG Head Officet is invited to support the assertion that the creation of WAGE will assist WAG’s
on-going growth.
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Thank you for your time and cooperation
MolaJuma
Dr Chief Mansour Olawale Jumaa
MBA (OUBS) MSc (Econ) (LSE) MA PGDipBA (Henley) PGDipHumPsuchol BA (Hons, Psychology).

President, World Art Games National Committee, UK
WAG Director of Education and Culture Development, Croatia
Global Award Receipient for Education @ WAG International (2015)

Fellow, Institute of Consulting UK

Member, Rotary International (2007)
Chartered Fellow, CMI - Chartered Management Institute UK

Mentor, LSE - London School of Economics Entrepreneurial Mentoring Programme
LSE Alumni Careers Volunteer Award Winner (2013).
http://www.managers.org.uk/insights/contributor-biographies/mansour-jumaa

CONTACT PROGRAMME MANAGER: Ms V Garside CMgr (c) MA BA PGCE - ckwukinfo@gmail.com

Being a Chartered Manager isn't just about recognition or fancy letters after your name.
To become one, you must embody excellence in management and leadership in every way.
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CURRENT PARTNERS - ALL IN UK, AT THE MOMENT

!

!
Centre for Knowledge at Work UK (CKW UK)
Recognizing Local Talent for Global Leadership

A Chartered Management Institute Accredited Centre
A Chartered Management Institute Award Winning Centre
A Chartered Management Institute Approved CMgr Development Centre

ROYAL PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
STRESS CONCERN INTERNATIONAL Ltd. UK

